
SCIARSISM. Brief overview of the theory of  SCIARSISM. 
 
Sciarsistic theory may be divided into four parts, exactly: art practice, mental practice, 
sciarsistic philosophy and the religion of creativity. 

 
The first part deals with sciarsistic art practice, its categories, the pictorial technique as well 
as the styles involved. 

 
Sciarsistic painting applies traditional art categories extended to their mental artistic 
interpretation. Mental composition weaves together the real and the mental; basic figures (a 
square, a triangle, a circle) stand for thoughts, feelings, intuition; the mental colour system is 
the interaction of colouristics and the mental process: bluish intuition, warm yellow and cool 
blue feelings, light thoughts; mental metrics implies the proportion system predefined by the 
mental process. All other categories, including symmetry, perspective, depth, volume, mass, 
multidimensionality, time, rhythm, plot, storyline et al., are equally treated from the mental 
artistic perspective of mental art. 

 
Moreover, special categories are being introduced. Such is the sciarsistic language made up 
of mental artistic forms of inner art universally accepted by artists and viewers. Sciarsistic 
visualization is the process of creative detachment of a mental object and its representation on 
canvas. The essential feature of such visualization is the perspective on intellectual and 
artistic beauty; its stages include initiation, sketches, preliminary generalization, detalization, 
extension, and new generalization. All stages apply the categories of inner art. The sciarsistic 
style is the style designed for the representation of mental artistic space, it brings together the 
elements of realist and abstract art, semiotics and verbal descriptions. Among the movements 
and genres within the style one may name mental reality, sciarsistic abstract art, mental 
constructivism, minimalism, mental landscape art, and mental portraiture. 

 
The second part of sciarsistic theory extends the space of mental art, concerning its general 
conceptualization, featuring creativity, brilliance and beauty, also considering its sinergetic 
and special theories. 

 
General theories of mind imply conceptualization and representation of the beauty of thought, 
of the mental universe; they are mental engines, the automatons of mind, mental construction 
sets, being construction blocks and methods, as well as structures – intuinoids, sensoids, 
ideanoids, trans-, meta- and megastuctures, intuitive framework, mental acceleration, mental 
chaos, paradoxes and labyrinths of mind and a lot more. Sciarsistic semiotics revolves around 
the sign system for the perception of the mental artistic space, some of its elements are the 
following: truncated figures stand for immersion, the colour black symbolizes the 
unconscious, sciarsistic space is represented as figures inscribed into each other, equilateral 
golden triangle symbolizes beauty, whereas a star made up of three figures stands for 
construction sets and golden triangles concurrent at their vertices stand for creativity. 

 
Mental artistic practice means the discovery of things new, a new beauty within the mental 
artistic space; its stages are the following: the initial intuitive phase, the analytical and then 



unconscious automatic ones, and finally the generalizing creative spiral. Creative irrationality 
comes as an effect of this art’s dependence on the warmth of mind, with free radicals being 
chance creative elements, creativity waves harmonizing the point and the infinity, the 
sciarsistic spiral meant as the spiral of the process, and black and white wholes as the objects 
of absolute destruction and creative power. Subconscious is often considered the source of 
creative power, but it is just the less conscious part of mind. That is why the development of 
one’s own systems of creative activity is so important; the cognitive source is the 
unconscious, the Great Void encompassing everything… 

 
Artistic brilliance leads to the originality of creative achievements. Artistic geniuses are 
visionary geniuses, those of beauty, geniuses on the verge of madness, geniuses of good and 
evil. An artistic genius with art lacking beauty is on the path of self-destruction, approaching 
zero. The art of a ‘good’ genius tends to infinity. Artistic madness approaches the limits of 
creativity with a partial loss of control. It is a creative process on the verge of madness and 
beyond, reversible and irreversible creative madness, the madness of a superior kind. The 
defenses: the creative process always has the power to transform the desperation of creative 
madness into a new inspired journey of genius. 

 
The sciarsist beauty is a mental artistic and ontological category, universally applied to all 
fields of knowledge. Beauty as the measure of mind is the selection and estimation of mental 
structures against Beauty and their reduction to a single quantitative and qualitative 
measuring system, with a ‘beaut’ as the universal measurement unit. The mental artistic 
artificial intelligence is a nuanced comprehension of beauty according to the principles of the 
sciarsistic theory. The philosophy of beauty, seeing the latter as the must of any creative 
process, brings it more consistently into an individual’s mind and their environment. So 
Beauty has the power to make them better. Its ontological necessity can counter evil and lay 
the foundation for a new spirituality. Fyodor Dostoevsky's maxim about beauty saving the 
world is thus extended: it is the beauty inside us that will save the world. The absolute 
mental beauty ranges from mental metrics to our mind in its entirety, its progress is infinite, 
and it is not a dogma but the want of something larger. 

 
Synergetic theories of inner art present a quality synthesis of mental artistic forms and beauty. 
Mental happiness is the making of happiness in one’s own head. Ideal mentality is the system 
of infinite creation of mental happiness and the existence within this state, actually a kind of 
mental paradise. 

 
The mental strength is the ability of one's mind to function stretched to the limit without 
destroying itself, creative progress may bring it to infinity. The power of mind is a complex 
agency predefined by the maximum possible mental abilities stretched to the limit. The power 
of mind in a creative perspective is actually infinite, with beauty as its major asset. 

 
Other synergic theories concern the complex rhythms of mind, its resonances, the mental 
drive, dependencies and limits. 



Special mental theories delve into the influence of mental artistic practice on science, 
economics, medicine and other fields. In sciarsistic theory, science and art as the common 
ground of beauty include new kinds of mental symmetry, visualization, calculations of the 
metaspace, extension of Futurist theories, the elaboration of a single theory of the mental 
Whole. Mental physics and mathematics is the treatment of mentality as a physical and 
mathematical space, the discovery of their patterns and criteria. 

 
Creative economics implies a more efficacious creative mind, a better economical efficiency, 
an economical basis to bring beauty into the mind of an individual, society, philosophy, art, 
politics, establishing the basis for a new economical model of society. A German professor 
Bazon Brock stated that if sciarsism created a level of economical efficiency higher than the 
deadly efficiency of capitalism, it would be the end of the latter. 

 
Mental treatment and defenses is a self-dependent solution to physiological and 
psychological problems, a portable mental pill that you always have with you. 

 
Other impact areas of mental art include spatial mental music, games of mind, telepathy, 
literature in the Sciars-fi genre. 

 
The third part of the theory is sciarsistic philosophy as such. It shows the way its principles 
can make the world and the individual better. 

 
The basic principles of sciarsistic philosophy involve the opportunity for infinite creative 
progress of an individual, the necessity of Beauty for creative practice, faith in a human 
individual as the maker of spirituality and the agent of a creative and positive transformation 
of oneself and the world around. Rejecting these postulates, one plunges into the depth of 
mental void, the nothingness of Nietzsche. Creative freedom is the creative development of 
the freedom of mind; creative equality is the equality of opportunities and the happiness 
along the entire uneven creative journey; the unity of a creative process is the union of the 
mental and physical reality; the principle of pacifism postulates the creative activity as an act 
opposite to destruction. Wars begin in people’s heads and should end therein. The evolution 
of mind shows the paths of its development from perfection, scientific and technogenic 
practices to the change of state, including energy. The paradox of artificial intelligence is as 
follows: the intelligence can absorb life, but if it really is life, it will generate a new artificial 
intelligence, which in its turn will germinate life, if not, it is the end of the journey. Sciarsistic 
cosmology is a hypothesis of the physical change of consciousness into energy and of the 
existence of life as a living spacetime continuum. 

 
The fourth part of the sciarsist theory dwells on the religion of creativity, the philosophy of 
human self-cognition turning an individual into the source of spirituality. Its origin is a 
nameless individual, a universal man as any other. Its commandments coincide with those 
common to humanity. Its creed is the belief into creative possibilities of an individual; its 
revelations are the revelations of creative acts, the spiritual path is the path from an individual 
to a creative personality. The deity of this religion of creativity, taken broadly, is embodied in 
the civilizations of the superconscious that have travelled an infinite creative path, whereas, 



in a narrow sense, it is the miracle of a creative act that helps us in no small measure. The 
meaning of life is the infinite creation of new Beauty in ourselves and the surrounding world 
and the blissful happiness of such creative acts. To deter a person from evil doings without 
suppressing their will is possible by applying the principle of impossibility to create without 
Beauty. While the making of Beauty is creative, the opposite is destructive. 

 
The immortality in the new religion is nothing but the immortality of artistic achievements, 
with an individual being only a part of the journey. Its temples are museums, universities, 
economical creative models; its saints are prominent creative figures, scholars, artists, 
creative businessman; its icons are signs of creative practice guiding on the path. There is no 
cult or ritual in it, as the creative spirit never leaves you. The new religion is not a dogma – it 
is merely the infinite development of a person’s spiritual aspect. 

 
The creation of spirituality is the deification of Beauty. Answering the fundamental questions 
of any religion: ‘what is god?’, ‘what way leads to god?’, ‘where is the god’s place?’ – one 
may elaborate that god is beauty, the path to god is the making of Beauty, the god’s place is 
the Beauty inside a human being and the Beauty one brings into the world. The religion of 
creativity is the religion and creed of Beauty. 

 
There is Beauty in each and every religion, a choice of confession is the choice of beauty, the 
path towards a new religion implies simple steps towards beauty inside oneself, towards love 
to oneself, to one’s neighbor and the universe as the Supreme Creator; it leads to a job you 
enjoy, science, art, spirituality, creative economy, actually to a life in the face of creation. 

 
The religion of creativity crowns the formation of a philosophical phenomenon of sciarsistic 
trinity. Mental artistic theory is the science of creating beauty, its philosophy is the ontology 
of beauty, its religion is the making of spiritual beauty: the cross of triple Beauty as the 
starting point of a new religion… 
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